WEST VIRGINIA is HEADED the WRONG WAY.

WE CAN do better

We need to move past the policies that have us at the bottom and start implementing policies that create jobs, invest in education, and keep our health care decisions with patients and doctors.

Thanks to liberal policies, West Virginia is headed down the WRONG ROAD.

To learn more about the failed liberal policies: VISIT WWW.EPAWaronCoal.com

Start by telling the EPA ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.
Thanks to years of liberal policies, West Virginia is going the wrong way. These policies are costing West Virginia jobs and has cost our economy billions of dollars. Liberalism has put West Virginia at the bottom of almost every ranking for education, energy, and job creation.

The liberals have attacked our way of life by siding with the out of control EPA. Mines are shutting down, and West Virginia families are losing jobs thanks to the policies coming out of Washington and Charleston.

West Virginia ranks dead last in school performance according to the gains and losses on the National Assessment of Education Progress Report. While our schools are failing our kids - our government is failing teachers as we rank 48th for teacher salaries.

Police and firefighters lay their life on the line every day for the citizens of West Virginia. How do the liberals repay them? By offering the lowest per capita expenditure from state and local governments in the country. We rank dead last in support for police and firefighters.

The liberals have tried to force the failed Obamacare down our throats. Not only has it cost West Virginia thousands of jobs, but we’ve seen tens of thousands of people lose their coverage and have to change their insurance.

The liberal policies of the past have West Virginia stuck at the bottom for creating jobs. The US Department of Labor ranked us 45th in jobs creation. We are dead last in construction jobs, 47th in manufacturing jobs, and 48th in transportation jobs.